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OVERVIEW
 Background 

What is translanguaging pedagogy?

 How can Translanguaging Pedagogy be used?

 Q & A



Xi’an JiaoTong-Liverpool University



Chinese Program in XJTLU

 compulsory for all the international students

 1 Academic Year

 5/10 hours per week

 Daily performance is NOT assessed.



STUDENTS: 
multilingual & multicultural

no previous knowledge of Chinese 

rich experiences around the world

 be able to speak more than 2 languages

 various majors: business, architecture, urban 

design, communication, computer science and etc. 



STUDENTS: adult learners

 interested to specific fields

 strong sense of privacy

AFRAID of making mistakes in front of other 
younger students or the tutor

 over 18 years old;

 some are elder than the tutor.

NO interest of talking about personal life 
such as family, local address, apartments 
and etc.



STUDENTS: strong motivation?

 translating apps

 body language

 Chinese friends?

only want to practice English



Challenges when teaching Chinese

Students do not have strong internal motivation.

Students are afraid of using the new structures, especially when speaking.

There are huge differences between Chinese and the other languages they have acquired or 

their native languages.. 



FAMILY 家
 introduce the students’ family

 introduce the family on the picture



Group work:
To create a character and his/her family. 

group students 
into 3 or 4

discuss

group 
presentation in 
class and write 

a paragraph 
after class



TRANSLANGUAGING PEDAGOGY

How about a 
big family?

Let’s give them a dog! 
Mine is sooooo lovely!

My mom is a 
stewardess. Let’s say 

her mum as well.

I think it’s 
good to have 

siblings.



typical and 
popular names in 
Norway



Real 
information 
of students.







Translanguaging “is a process by which students and teachers 

engage in complex discursive practices that include all the 

language practices of all students in a class in order to develop

new language practices and sustain old ones, to communicate

and appropriate knowledge and to give voice to new 

sociopolitical realities by interrogating linguistic inequality.”

Garcia & Kano (pp261, 
2014)



Translanguaging

sociolinguistic: bilingual families

speakers internally

language practices

when to use which words to speak to 
different people

Translanguaging Pedagogy

education: content and language

teacher & students: designer & center 

classroom: co-learning

students: practices and knowledge









THINKING                         DOING



To Teach:
Neighborhood, Room and Furniture

Design an apartment and persuade GUO to rent it.

 apartment and the neighborhood. 





To Review

 Design a travel leaflet.

 weather, places of interest, recommended restaurants and 
etc.







Translanguaging Pedagogy
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Principles of Using Translanguaging
Pedagogy

 Students are grouped with their friends.

 Students who have more Chinese proficiency are grouped with those who have less. 

 Students are allowed to discuss with their home language or English, the medium.

 The teacher should participate in every group and answer questions. 



Li 2014: Translanguaging Pedagogy

 to differentiate among students: 

language/experiences/knowledge

 co-learning environment in the classroom

 background knowledge
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